
2019 International Gay and Lesbian Aquatics Championships



Welcome
Welcome to the 2019 International Gay and Lesbian Aquatics Championships! Whether you have  
traveled here from another part of New York, another state, or another country, we are thrilled to have 
you here in New York City. Every IGLA marks a special occasion for the LGBTQIA+ family and allies  
to come together and compete in aquatic sports with other athletes from around the world. This year is 
particularly noteworthy because in addition to competing we are honoring Stonewall’s 50th anniversary. 
We hope that in between your swims, dives, and matches you take a moment to recall the courage of 
those who stood up for our civil rights 50 years ago. On behalf of the entire Team New York Aquatics 
Community, thank you for supporting IGLA 2019. 

Sincerely, 
The Board of Directors, Team New York Aquatics 
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Brief History of TNYA
Team New York Aquatics proudly celebrates its 30th anniversary as a full USMS team in January 2020.  
As of today, we have grown to just under 500 members competing in swimming, water polo (1991),  
diving (2011), open water (2015), and synchronized swimming (2016).

Workouts are spread across the city with as many as four per day.  We organize an annual hour-swim 
fundraiser benefitting local AIDS and other charitable groups, sponsor a biennial “Aquapalooza” swim 
meet, host the popular “Hole Drive” water polo tournament, an annual swim camp, and numerous  
team-bonding activities.

During the 1980s, prior to its formal inception in 1990, the team’s early growth could be marked by the 
number of Gay Games participants: 1982, three; 1986, eighteen; 1990, forty-eight. Ten swimmers  
attended the first IGLA Championships in 1987. In 1989, we first participated in the NYC Pride March 
and began our own workouts at the High School for the Humanities under coach Paul Fortoul.  

We grew up quickly, both in numbers and on an aquatics-championships learning curve, when New York 
was selected as the Gay Games IV host in 1994, coinciding with Stonewall 25. Fittingly, 25 years later 
TNYA is honored to host the IGLA Championships during Stonewall 50. It’s an anniversary to reflect on 
how far we’ve come the past several decades and to look forward to more growth and change as a new 
generation of New Yorkers joins our ranks.
www.tnya.org
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Brief History of IGLA
At Gay Games II in 1986, swimming team leaders met in the stands and decided they didn’t want to  
wait four more years, until Gay Games III, to gather again—we were having too much fun.

So, in 1987, San Diego hosted the first of a proposed annual championship.  Plans were made to 
formalize an organization of teams to carry on in the future.  
Incorporating in California in 1988, International Gay & Lesbian 
Aquatics—IGLA—has ever since held competitions in each of the 
years between the quadrennial Gay Games.

The most important original decision was to use the word  
“international.” In the first several years that meant the west coast 
of the United States and Canada, but people in San Diego aimed 
eventually to include teams eastward towards Europe and west-
ward to Australasia. And, in fact, gay and lesbian teams spread 
in cities along those geographic lines. By the time of the 1998 
Gay Games V in Amsterdam, IGLA was no longer just a North 
American organization.

Today, IGLA teams are in 56 cities in 18 countries. The acronym remains the same while the member-
ship, evolving with the times, has changed the organization’s formal name to International LGBTQ+ 

Aquatics. With much of the world, notably South America, still to join the community’s sports 
movement, IGLA will focus immediate future growth in Asia as Melbourne hosts IGLA XXVI in 
2020 and Hong Kong hosts Gay Games XI in 2022. www.igla.org
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Significance of Stonewall
Homosexuality, through the 1960s, was medically, legally, and socially denounced in America. In New 
York City, with few secure places for LGBTQ people to congregate and be themselves, members  
of the mafia opened Stonewall Inn, a nightclub and bar dedicated to serving the queer community.

While catering to drag queens, male prostitutes, lesbians, runaways, homeless LGBTQ youth, and  
anyone seeking a space to socialize freely, the mafia exploited the second-class status of these  
marginalized groups by coordinating raids with the New York City Police Department.

One such raid took place in the early morning of June 28, 1969. This particular bust did not go the way 
of most, however.  Stonewall Inn patrons resisted arrest by the police on the premises. After years of 
injustice, New York’s LGBTQ community had had enough.

The Stonewall Uprising lasted through the morning and led to a series of violent demonstrations.  In the 
year following, LGBTQ activism flourished. Many queer organizations and newspapers were formed in 
New York and around the world, and on June 28, 1970, the first Pride Marches took place in New York, 
Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

The LGBT Center
New York City’s Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Community Center empowers people to lead 
healthy, successful lives. The Center celebrates diversity, advocates for justice, and helps identify oppor-
tunities. Since its founding in 1983, the Center has been a home and resource hub for LGBTQ people—
both residents of, and visitors to, New York City. The Center offers a place to connect and engage, find 
camaraderie and support, and celebrate the vibrancy and growth of the LGBTQ community.
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10 9 8 6 11 12 1 2

Water Polo 
10am Bronze

Water Polo 
11am Gold

Diving
12pm Exhibition

Pink Flamingo
1-3pm

Swim
8am Warm-up 

Swim
9am-4pm: 200 IM / 50 Breast / 200 Back / 100 Fly / 400 Medley Relay / 1500 Free

Swim
8am Warm-up 

Swim
9am-1pm: 400 Free / 100 IM / 50 Back / 200 Fly / 800 Free Relay

Swim
8am Warm-up 

Pink Flamingo
1-2 Rehearsal 

Swim
9am-1pm: 200 Breast / 200 Free / 50 Fly / 200 Free Relay

Check-in
 6-7:15am

Open Water Race
Race start 8am Coney Island

Swim
8am Warm-up 

Swim
9am-1pm: 400 IM / 50 Free / 100 Back / 200 Medley Relay

Swim
8am Warm-up 

Swim
9am-2pm: 800 Free / 100 Breast / 100 Free / 400 Free Relay

Tuesday 06.25

Monday 06.24

Thursday  06.27

Wednesday 06.26

Friday  06.28

Saturday  06.29

Flushing Meadows Corona Park          Lehman College          Rutgers University          Other Location   

L A Morning to Afternoon Schedule I G
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Water Polo
2:30-9:30pm Bracket Play

Diving
2:30pm Bus Departure

Diving
4pm Warm-up

Diving
6pm Athlete Meeting

Swim
9am-4pm continued

Pink Flamingo
4-6pm Sound Check

Annual General Meeting 
6-8pm The LGBT Center

Open Swim
2:30-4:30pm Sacred Heart

Happy Hour 
6-8pm Boxers Chelsea

Welcome Event
5-7pm Industry

Stonewall 50 Opening Ceremony 
7-10pm Barclays Center 

Sunset Boat Cruise
5:30pm Doors Open Pier 83 / 6-9pm Cruise

Pride March / IGLA Contingent
4pm East 32nd Street and Madison Avenue

Synchronized Swimming 
4-7pm Spacing

Tuesday 06.25

Monday 06.24

Sunday 06.23

Thursday  06.27

Wednesday 06.26

Friday  06.28

Saturday  06.29

Sunday  06.30

 

Water Polo
2:30-9:30pm Bracket Play

Diving
2:30pm Bus Departure

Diving
4pm Warm-up

Diving
5-8pm: 1-Meter and 3-Meter

   

Women's Party 
7-10pm Elmo   

Stonewall 50 Closing Ceremony 
7-10pm Times Square   

Synchronized Swimming
4-7pm Technical and Combo

Water Polo
2:30- 9:30pm Bracket Play

Diving
2:30pm Bus Departure

Diving
4pm Warm-up

Diving
5-8pm Synchro and 10-Meter

   

Olympian Q&A 
5-7pm SVA Theatre  

Synchronized Swimming 
4-7pm Free Competition

Water Polo
3:30- 9:30pm Elimination Play   

   
Pink Flamingo
1-3pm

Flushing Meadows Corona Park          Lehman College          Rutgers University          Other Location   

L A Afternoon to Evening Schedule I G
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Testimonials 
Athletes from TNYA and the First IGLA Team, West Hollywood

James Ballard West Hollywood
We swim. We dive. We play water polo. Pure joy and pride, but it has not been easy celebrating our 
sports and winning acceptance from our communities. That, from the beginning, has been our  
challenge; but by participating, we make a difference. We inspire people to live authentically and I 
couldn’t be prouder to celebrate IGLA 2019 in New York as we race against the clock, against ideals, 
against the perception that we are less than—in the pool, in sports, in society. We win by being open 
and true to ourselves and to each other. Bring it!

Rachel Cutler TNYA
As parents who identify as trans, queer, and athletes, albeit not the fastest, we are grateful for IGLA 
and TNYA, bringing people like us from around the world together. We are fortunate to be accepted, 
included, and supported despite gender identity, sexuality, or speed, as TNYA continues to feel like our 
home of more than nine years. And to know that our son will have this community to grow up in is even 
more special, regardless of how he identifies.

Helen Lemay TNYA
I am a 78-year-old woman who has been affiliated with TNYA for over 25 years. I can honestly say that 
the team represents for me a lifeline. With the losses that accompany old age—children grow up, the 
body declines, careers end—swimming with a serious, friendly, and welcoming group provides a real 
positive. I also appreciate the gay emphasis. Although now the team is so large that it encompasses all 
sexual orientations, and I am at the point where I may be labeled “post-sexual,” the LGBTQ character of 
TNYA enriches us immensely.

Nan Min TNYA 
When I joined TNYA in August 2014, I was warmly welcomed by several teammates and immediately 
felt a strong sense of belonging. I love how passionate our members are about building and celebrat-
ing our swim community. IGLA is the cherry on the top. Where else could a 50+ swimmer become an 
international medalist? That’s become my motto: “If you cannot beat them, outlive them!”

Sam Stryker West Hollywood
West Hollywood Aquatics—my very gay swim team—means everything to me. It’s an outlet that has 
pushed me to be in the best shape of my life, alongside like-minded (meaning very gay and very into 
Ariana Grande) individuals. It’s been my therapy in a difficult period in my life, and it’s how I found my 
friends and family in Los Angeles—as well as the guys and gals who will tear up the dance floor at any 
and all establishments in West Hollywood. Also, the Instagram content it lends itself to is pretty good ;)
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Origination of Pink Flamingo
This fun, flamboyant competition originated as two separate events that merged into one.
During the first Gay Games in 1982, while under the media’s microscope, many swimmers opted to 
exhibit a conservative persona to the public. By Gay Games II in 1986, athletes’ attitudes had begun  
to change, and some began to express themselves more candidly.

In 1987, at the first IGLA in San Diego, athletes from New York Aquatic Homosexuals donned lycra 
gowns, carried Lady Liberty torches, and wore other costumes while swimming relays.

Meanwhile, at a dual meet between the Seattle 
Orcas and Vancouver’s English Bay Swim Club, 
in 1988, the two teams added a final relay to the 
competition, in which swimmers wore hollowed  
out pink flamingo lawn ornaments that they turned 
into hats and decorated with pink ribbons.

The growing theatrics and pink flamingo relay 
united in 1989 when Vancouver hosted IGLA III.  
When Vancouver hosted Gay Games III one year 
later, teams paraded the deck in various ensembles 
prior to the final event—the Pink Flamingo Relay. 
Before long, the relay portion of the pageantry 
faded, comical aquatic sketches took their place, 
and by Gay Games IV in New York in 1994, the 
event was known simply as Pink Flamingo.

As an entertainment event connected with its Masters competitions, “Pink  
Flamingo” is a service mark of IGLA. Today, skits often include some  

combination of costumes, props, music, aquatics, humor, creativity,  
and originality, generally aimed at telling a story that references a 

modern-day theme or historic or cultural experience.
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Please Be Advised
Since 2002 it has been illegal in New York City to discriminate against an individual on the basis of 
gender identity or expression, including denying access to bathrooms. All residents and guests of New 
York City may use whichever facilities are consistent with their gender identity, regardless of the gender 
assigned to them at birth.

Flushing Meadows offers three locker rooms. The original women’s and men’s locker rooms are  
traditional in layout. The newest locker room has four deck showers and four private changing stalls 
inside, with approximately 20 lockers. Everyone is encouraged to use the space that is most  
comfortable for them.

Flushing Meadows and the New York City Parks and Recreation Department have a strict policy  
prohibiting photographing lifeguards. Anyone who photographs lifeguards will be asked to stop.

Flushing Meadows does not have Wifi and does not permit cash purchases.

Sponsors

Kitchen 21
Metropolitan LMSC
Chelsea Piers Stamford
New York City Department of Parks and Recreation
James Damron and Coach Michael Dean
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Thank You
Team New York Aquatics would 
like to thank the following people,  
and everyone who worked alongside 
them, for making IGLA 2019  
a success.

Event Coordinator David Hildebrand
Logistics David Brand
Advisor Charlie Carson
Registration Hannah Borgeson
Treasurer Eugene Skorodinsky
Bid, Branding, Website Melinda Beck
Medals and Souvenirs Melinda Beck
Meet Program Melinda Beck
Communications Tiffany Steffens
Fundraising Tiffany Steffens
Publicity Kristina Nungary and Amelia Possanza
Insurance Alan Washington
Administration Mark D’Ambrosi
Meet Management Bonnie Schwartz
Swimming Warren Perry
Water Polo Alex Barclay
Diving Croft Vaughn
Synchronized Swimming Shaina Dinsdale and Shachar Keizman
Open Water Matt Gurry
Pink Flamingo Andy Anson
Volunteerism Chris Bey and Christopher Konstantinidis
Social Events Josh Judge
Accommodations Ivan Quintanilla
Hosted Housing Scott Kohanowski
Hosted Dinners Scott Kohanowski
Merchandise Casey Schick
Poster and Banner Kirsten Kramer
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